
Contributors

lAIN ALLAN has lived in Kenya for most of his life, and has been at the
forefront of Kenyan climbing for three decades. He has pioneered over 250
new routes on the many crags of the country, as well as major climbs on Mount
Kenya and Kilimanjaro. He has also climbed extensively in North America.
lain edited the Guide Book To Mount Kenya & Kilimanjaro, and wrote Snowcaps
on the Equator.

JOSE LUIS BERMUDEZ is a lecturer in the Department of Philosophy,
University of Stirling. He took up climbing too late and has been making up for
lost time in the Alps, Caucasus and Himalaya. In July 1997 he climbed
Gasherbrum I. Co-author, with Audrey Salkeld, of On The Edge of Europe:
Mountaineering in the Caucasus.

DIMITRI BOTCHKOV was born in Siberia in 1948. He has climbed all five
7000-metre peaks in the former Soviet Union, thus qualifying for the Snow
Leopard Award and has made around 150 ascents in the Tien Shan and
elsewhere in total. His other climbs include an ascent of Dhaulagiri. He currently
lives part of the year in his home town of Tomsk from where he works as a
guide both in Central Asia and the Crimea.

FRANK CARD was a member of the RAF Montrose (later RAF Edzell)
Mountain Rescue Team during National Service, and one of his books has
been Whensoever - 50 Years of the RAF Mountain Rescue Service 1943-1993 (The
Ernest Press 1993). A founder member of the RAF Mountain Rescue
Association, he is editor of its annual journal On the Hill.

TOM CHAMBERLAIN first went to the Lake District and Scotland with his
father, Paul, and then a teacher, John Rowlands, who started him off on rock
and eventually on Alpine peaks in 1994. Since then, Tom has travelled and
climbed in Africa, Europe and the Arctic, recently living and climbing in Alsace,
on a year out from a language degree at Cambridge.

ROGER CROSTON was born in Chester in 1956 and has had a lifelong
fascination with Mallory and Irvine. He is an avid collector of books on
mountaineering, the Himalaya and Tibet and in 1981 made an extensive tour
throughout the Kingdom of Bhutan. His mountaineering is mainly confined to
the peaks of North Wales. Currently he is researching British Governmental
Political Missions to independent Tibet during the 1930s and 1940s.

ED DOUGLAS is a writer and current editor of the Alpine Journal. His first
book, Chomolungma Sings the Blues, won the Special Jury Award at Banff in
1998. His latest book, co-authored with David Rose, is Regions of the Heart:
The Triumph and Tragedy of Alison Hargreaves. He has written regularly for The
Guardian and The Observer for ten years, and lives in Sheffield.
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MICHAEL DOYLE started climbing in the Alps in 1957, and made several
Alpine climbing trips in subsequent years. As he spent much of his working life
in West Africa, he became more used to West African rock climbing. He returned
to the Alps in 1983, and since then has climbed in Turkey, Dagestan, Siberia
and Morocco.

EVELIO ECHEVARRiA was born in Santiago, Chile, and teaches Hispanic
Literature at Colorado State University. He has climbed in North and South
America, and has contributed numerous articles to Andean, North American
and European journals.

MICK FOWLER works for the Inland Revenue and, by contrast, likes to inject
as much adventure and excitement as possible into his climbing ventures. He
has climbed extensively in the UK and has been on more than a dozen
expeditions to peaks in Peru, Africa, India, Pakistan, Nepal, the former Soviet
Union and Canada. His book Vertical Pleasure was published in 1995.

JIM GREGSON is a teacher of Art. He has climbed in the Alps almost every
year since 1972, and in recent years has taken up Nordic-style ski touring and
ski mountaineering.

LINDSAY GRIFFIN is a full-time magazine editor and journalist living in
North Wales. He has climbed for over 30 years and despite dwindling ability
still pursues all aspects of mountaineering with undiminished enthusiasm.
However, his main love is exploratory climbing in the Greater Ranges and this
year's successful venture took him to a selection of Alaska's unvisited mountains.

DAVID HAMILTON earns a precarious living organising trekking, moun
taineering and ski touring expeditions to the world's great mountain ranges.
He has spent the last dozen summers in northern Pakistan leading more than
30 groups on a variety of unpredictable projects in the Karakoram and Hindu
Kush ranges. Other mountain adventures, in Africa, South America, Russia
and the Alps, ensure that David is seldom found at home.

ALAN HINKES has climbed eleven 8000-metre peaks including K2, Everest
and new routes on Shisha Pangma and the only British ascent of Manaslu.
Challenge 8000 is Alan's attempt to climb all fourteen 8000ers. After the fourteen
big ones he may contemplate the 277 - or more - Munros. Alan is a British
Mountain Guide and writes 'Hinkes on Hills' in Trail magazine.

ROBIN HODGKIN spent 15 years teaching in the Sudan's education service.In
1938 he took part in the first expedition to Masherbrum, and subsequently
made first ascents in Sudan, East Africa and the Ala Dagh. In the 1960s, as
headmaster of Abbotsholme School in Derbyshire, he led school parties on
inspirational climbs in the Pyrenees, JulianAlps, Tyrol, Bregaglia and Norway,
as well as in Scotland and Wales. In the 1970s he lectured at the Department of
Educational Studies, Oxford University. His book about education Playing and
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Exploring was published in 1985. From 1982-85 he was Chainnan of the Mount
Everest Foundation and was made an Honorary Member in 1998.

ALEX HUBER, who regularly partners his brother Thomas, is one of the
world's best climbers. Born in Bavaria in 1968, he made the fIrst free ascent
with Thomas of the North America Wall in 1998 to give El Nifio, made the fIrst
ascent of Latok II in 1997 via the highest big wall ever attempted and recently
climbed a new variation on Shiv1ing. He has also climbed two sport climbs
rates XI or 9a.

SIDGEHARU INOUYE was born in 1931 and brought up in the rural town
of Nagatoro, close to Tokyo. After graduation from the University of Tokyo, he
worked in the pharmaceutical industry, developing antibiotics, for 37 years.
After retirement at the age of 60, he has travelled to the Karakoram seven times,
and is author of Pigrimage Across the Karakoram Glacier, Karakoram and others.
Shigeharu Inouye is a member of the Himalayan Association of Japan and the
Japan-Pakistan Association.

DICK ISHERWOOD has been a member of the Alpine Club since 1970. His
climbing achievements include various buildings in East Anglia, lots of old
fashioned routes on Cloggy, a number of obscure Himalayan peaks and a new
route on the Piz Badile, in 1968. He now lives in the US PacifIc Northwest and
does a lot of sea kayaking.

HARISH KAPADIA has climbed in the Himalaya since 1960, with ascents
up to 6800m. He is Hon Editor of both the Himalayan Journal and the He
Newsletter. In 1993 he was awarded the IMF's Gold Medal and in 1996 was
made an Honorary Member of the Alpine Club. He has written several books
including High Himalaya Unknown Valleys, Spiti: Adventures in the Trans-Himalaya
and, with Soli Mehta, Exploring the Hidden Himalaya.

ANDY KIRKPATRICK has done a string of winter fIrst ascents in the French
Alps and made a solo winter ascent of the North Face of Les Droites. He has
done a number of Yosemite big walls and was recently in Patagonia for his
second winter season there. Kirkpatrick works at Outside in Hathersage, and
writes regularly for the British and American climbing press.

PAUL KNOTT has recently made several changes of continent and now lectures
at the University of Canterbury, New Zealand. He delights in visiting obscure
mountain ranges and has climbed in most regions of Russia and Central Asia.
After three successful trips he also enjoys the adventure provided by the big
snowy peaks of the St Elias range in the Yukon.

PAVLE KOZJEK was born in 1959. A mathematics graduate from Ljubljana
University, he currently works as a statistician for the Slovenian government.
He has done a number of hard climbs in Yosemite, Patagonia and the Andes,
but is perhaps best known for his Himalayan climbs, including a difficult new
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route on Shisha Pangma's SW Face climbed with Andrej Stremfelj in 1989 and
the first Slovenian ascent of Everest without bottled oxygen.

MIRIAM MEIJER was born in Leiden but grew up in the US where she studied
Anthropology and History. After gaining a Ph D in Cultural and Intellectual
History, she taught Early Modem European History at George Washington
University and the University of Central Arkansas. Though no mountaineer
herself, she was able to piece together the story of the fifth ascent of Mont Blanc
through information gained during her Fulbright year in the Netherlands.

JOHANNA MERZ was over 50 when she took up mountaineering. After
qualifying for membership of the Alpine Club, she devoted most of her energies
to the Alpine Journal, first as Assistant Editor, then as Editor from 1992 to 1998,
and currently as Production Editor. Recently she indexed the 65 volumes of
Ladies Alpine Club year-books. Her greatest joy is climbing Scottish Munros.

REINHOLD MESSNER is a Member of the European Parliament, sitting
with the Greens and European Free Alliance. He works on the Committee on
Regional Policy, Transport and Tourism, and is also a delegate for the EU in
relations with the South Asia Association for Regional Co-operation. Born in
Italy in 1944, Messner was the first man to climb all fourteen 8000-metre peaks
and was recently in South Georgia recreating the epic journey of Ernest
Shackleton.

TAMOTSU NAKAMURA was born in Tokyo in 1934 and has been climbing
new routes in the greater ranges since his first successes in the Cordillera Blanca
of Peru in 1961. He has lived in Pakistan, Mexico, New Zealand and Hong
Kong and in the last ten years has made 19 trips to the Hengduan mountains of
Yunnan, Sichuan and South-east Tibet. He is currently auditor of the Japanese
Alpine Club.

BILL O'CONNOR is a UIAGM mountain and ski guide who spends much of
his time climbing and guiding abroad, with more than 30 summer Alpine
seasons and 24 Himalayan expeditions in the bag. A one-time guidebook editor
for the AC, he is the author of several books including a soon-to-be-published
volume on the Lake District where he lives.

!AN PARNELL, 31, worked for the British Mountaineering Council and is
now a writer and photographer. An all-round climber, having climbed E6 on
sight, Scottish VII and ED2, in 1999 he led an expedition to Kyrgyzstan which
established ten new routes. In 2000 he and Jules Cartwright put up a new route
on Mt Hunter in Alaska.

SIMON RICHARDSON is a petroleum engineer based in Aberdeen.
Experience gained climbing in the Alps, Andes, Himalaya and Alaska is put to
good use most winter weekends whilst exploring and climbing in the Scottish
Highlands.
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C A RUSSELL, who formerly worked with a City bank, devotes much of his
time to mountaineering and related activities. He has climbed in many regions
of the Alps, in the Pyrenees, East Africa, North America and the Hima1aya.

BILL RUTHVEN has been Hon Secretary of the Mount Everest Foundation
since 1985. Now confined to a wheelchair, he has recently been provided with
a lap-top computer so that he can still carry on working for the MEF during his
frequent spells in hospital. He welcomes calls from anyone wishing to talk
about projects past or future.

MICHAEL SMITH works in Quality Assurance at Barns1ey College and has
climbed in the Alps, Atlas and Andes with enthusiasm rather than any notable
skill. He and David Hick, on the 1988 Yorkshire Ramblers' Club expedition to
the Bolivian Apo1obamba, produced the W Ridge route on Co1010. He has
walked or skied through parts of Ladakh, the Tatra, Lyngen, Jotunheimen and
the south-western and eastern United States.

GEOFFREY TEMPELMAN, a retired chartered surveyor, has greatly enjoyed
being an Assistant Editor of the AJ for the past 28 years. A love of mountain
literature is coupled with excursions into the hills, which are becoming less
and less energetic.

MICHAEL THOMPSON was a member of the 1970 Annapurna South Face
Expedition and the 1975 Everest South West Face Expedition. An anthropolo
gist by training, he has a longstanding research interest in Nepal, its people, its
environment and its transition to democracy. He is professor of comparative
politics, and a senior researcher at the Norwegian Research Centre for Manage
ment and Organisation, at the University of Bergen.

JOHN TYSON OBE MC, a former ACG member, lives in Eskda1e. During
headmasterships in Bhutan and Nepal he made the most of great opportunities
to explore and climb in remote areas - where he and his family continue to
trek.

MICHAEL WARD CBE was a member and Medical Officer of the 1951 and
1953 Everest Expeditions. He is a retired consultant surgeon who has combined
exploration in Nepal, Bhutan, Kunlun and Tibet with high-altitude research.
Master, Society of Apothecaries of London, 1993-94. Michae1 Ward was made
an Honorary Member of the Alpine Club in 1972.

ANDRZEJ ZAWADA was born in 1928 and was a geophysicist by profession.
His Alpine career included the second ascent of the Pilier d'Ang1e and the first
winter ascent of the north face of the Aiguille Blanche de Peuterey. He was the
leader of eight Polish and international expeditions to the Pamir, Hindu Kush,
Karakoram, and.the Hima1aya, making the first ascent of the difficult Kunyang
Chhish (7852m). He was made an Honorary Member of the Alpine Club in
1987. Sadly, he died before this Journal was published.
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